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JapaneseMiracle

THE
JOHNSON, MITI AND THE JAPANESE MIRACLE:
OF INDUSTRIAL
POLICY,
1925-75, University Press,
Stanford, 1982.
CHALMERS

GROWTH

CHALMERS

is Professor of Political Science at the
JOHNSON
of
California, Berkeley. His book represents an example of
University
the current of interest in political economy amongst North American
political scientists, of which we have had some notable examples.1 In
spite of the mechanical character ofJohnson's conception of political
economy (to which wc shall later return) the book is valuable on four
counts.
Firstly, Chalmers Johnson does not believe that any specifically
"Japanese" miracle has taken place, and denies those explanations of
Japan's very high growth rate which are broadly based on a peculiarly
Japanese culture, or on the efficientfunctioning of the freely operating
capitalist market, or on a unique system of relationship between
Japanese capitalists and workers in individual enterprises ("lifetime"
employment, for example), or on the more simple minded versions of
the explanations of Japanese industrial development in terms of Japan's
nexus with the U S. He believes that it is one aspect of the Japan-U S
relationship, namely, the relatively cheap import of advanced technology,
and the ability, largely of the Japanese Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI), to ensure the absorption of this technology, which
transformed the Japanese industrial structure. The identification of
strategic industrial sectors, and policies ensuring the growth of the
internal market, helped the Japanese export strategy, and led to the
Japanese "miracle".
This industrial development strategy was pushed through at a
heavy cost to the people of Japan, and also to medium and small
enterprises. It was the big firms, evolved from the Zaibatsu conglomerates, which were the beneficiaries of Japanese industrialisation
strategies. both before and after the war. The second merit of Johnson's
book is, therefore, the repeated references to what is evidence for the
class character of Japanese industrialisation, although these are described
in a way whereby the full price of the strategy is not made apparent.
1 See, forexample, Francine R Frankel India's Green Revolution:Economic Gainsand
Political Costs, Princeton, University Press, 1971, and India's Political Economy,
1947-1977: The GradualRevolution,Princeton,UniversityPress, 1978,
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In other respects, however, Johnson is quite candid. A major
chapter of the book is concerned with elaborating the political and
administrative pre-requisites for any nation wishing to follow the
Japanese example (he lists So'uth Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore as countries following similar strategies). This chapter is
particularly important for Johnson clearly expects to be read seriously.
The specific provisions which he describes are, in fact, in a form where
they can be parcelled into the "advice"
accompanving credit given to
countries of the Third World by institutions such as the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund. They bear similarities of
assumption with policy prescriptions already familiar.
The final merit of Chalmers Johnson's book lies generally in the
information he provides on the specific tools of Japanese industrial
policy. I-owever, to Indians (his book is clearly directed towards his
North Amierican opponents'), familiar with the existence of the
Industrial Development and Regulation Act, the Capital Issues Control
Act, the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, and potential controls on
imports and exports, there is little conceptually novel in the Japanese
system of guiding industrialisation.2 India's limping industrial growth
rate has continued in spite of all the tools the administration might
want, with as heavy a burden imposed on the Indian people and with
a huge amount of technological imports. The only answer to the
inevitable question about the differential performance of the Japanese
and Indian economies available from Johnson is the brief mention that
in Japan there was the sustained realisation (and this realisation was
politically sustainable) that it is the development of the internal market
which is crucial to economic growth
This is largely due to Johnson's conception of political economy.
He thinks that it comprises essentially the study of the relationships
between governmental institutions and economic activity. Had he
worked with Lenin's classic definition that "it is not with 'production'
that political economy deals, but with the social relation of men in
production, with the social system of production", he would have been
better able to provide a true case study of industrialisation.3
II
Two points need to be made clear about Japan's economic
performance. The firstis the remarkable rise in industrial production
2 Aftera generallyappreciative review ofJohnson's book by one of Fortune'seditors,
a memberofReagan's CouncilofEconomic Affairs,
respondeda full yearlater.

and claimedthatJapaneseeconomic
to refute
He attempted
Johnson'spropositions

growthwas due to the operation of the capitalist market meclanism rather than to
MITI's policy. See Robert Lubar, "Inside MITI", Fortune106 (1982), 5, and
David R Henderson, "A Differenes of Opinion: The Myth of MITI", Fortune
108 (1983), 3.
3 V I Lenin, '"The Development of Capitalism in Russia", in Collected Works,
Moscow, Progress ,1960, Vol 3, pp 62-63.
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as shown in Table I;
explanatio,n.

there was a "miracle"

which requires some

TABLE I
INDEX NUMBER OF PRODUCTION (1975 100)
Year

All
manu-

Iron and
steel

Machinery Chemicals

Textiles

facturing
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1978

5.3
11-0
5.1
25.3
92.2
123.0

2.1
7.3
5.1
22.4
94.2
110.1

1.4
3.8
1.8
16.5
87.7
131.5

2.5
8.5
4.7
22.3
86.8
131.0

Non-ferrousMetal
metals finished
goods

21.8
30.4
12.6
47.9
105.2
107.7

4.8
10.1
7.3
27.8
93.8
135.0

-

24.4
96.9
134.9

SOURCE: Mainichi Shimbun Sha (ed), Dictionaryof Showa History, Tokyo, 1980, p 457
quoted in Johnson, pp 4-5.

The second point is that unlike the general impression, Japan's
external trade does not play any significant role in its economy. "By
the late 1960's Japan's exports were only 9.6 per cent of GNP, compared
for example with Canada's 19.8 per cent. From 1953 to 1972 Japan had
a consistently lower dependence on exports and imports as a percentage
of GNP at constant prices than France, Germany, Italy, Britain or
OECD Europe as a whole. Japan's exports ran at about 11.3 per cent
of GNP, and its imports at 10.2 per cent, whereas the OECD European
figures were 21.2 per cent and 20.9 per cent respectively" (p 16).
Johnson's explanation for this tremendous growth of the
productive forces and, clearly, the matching growth of the internal
market is couched in the following language. While pointing out that
"I cannot prove that a particular Japanese industry would not or could
not have grown and developed at all without the government's industrial
policy" (p 30), "if it can be shown that the government's industrial
policy made the difference in the rate of investment in certain economically strategic industries (for instance, in developing the production
and successful marketing of petro-chemicals or automobiles), then
perhaps we may say that its role has not been exaggerated. I believe
this can be demonstrated and I shall attempt to do so later in this
study"(p 9).
Actually, Johnson's major concern is to demarcate the historicalpolitical context in which specific institutions of the state arose in
Japan, and the reasons why they were able to induce a high rate of
investment by big firms. "There was rhore to state intervention in the
thirties than Keynesianism, and Arisawa (an important academic advisor
on industrial policy) and his colleagues in the government learnt lessons
in their formative years that are quite differentfrom those that make up
what has come to be known in the West as mainstream governmental
fiscal policy" (p 6).
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These lessons included the experience of coping with the absence
of tariffautonomy until as late as 1911 (industrial planning had been
attempted in Japan from 1886). Unable to aid developing industries by
protective duties and other measures, the Meiji government came to the
conclusion that it had to take a direct hand in economic development,
if Japan were ever to achieve economic independence.
In Johnson's
conception, industrial policy is a reflection of economic nationalism,
understood in the sense of giving priority to the interests of the nation.
though not necessarily involving protectionism, trade controls or
economic warfare. However, Johnson points out, the crucial aspect of
industrial policy is the recognition that the global economic system is
never to be understood in terms of the free competitive model. Neither
labour nor technology moves freely between countries: "(Industrial
policy) refers to a complex of those policies concerning protection of
domestic industries, development of strategic industries, and adjustment of the economic structure in response to or in anticipation of
internal or external changes which are formulated and pursued by MITI
in the cause of national interest as the term national interest is understood by MITI officials" (p 26).
Following the rejection of the competitive model of the world
capitalist system, the notion of a static international division of labour
was also rejected by Japanese planners, In the 1970's, for example,
Japan was expected to compete in the computer, aviation and space
industries. A logical outcome of this view was the insistence that
industrial policy (as opposed to "macro" economic policy) included
direct governmental intervention at the micro level. Administratively
this implied the need for vertical government bureaus dealing exclusively with specific industries.
In addition to this micro aspect known to the Japanese as
"industrial rationalization policy" there is the "industrial structure
policy", "which is more radical and more controversial. It concerns
the proportions of agriculture, mining, manufacturing and services in
the nation's total production; and within manufacturing it concerns the
percentages of light and heavy and of labour intensive and knowledge
intensive industries. The application of the policy comes in the
government's attempts to change these proportions in ways it deems
to the nation. Industrial structure policy is based on
advantageous
such standards as income elasticity of demand, comparative costs of
production, labour absorptive power, environmental concerns, investment effectson related industries, and export prospects. The heart
of the policy is the selection of strategic industries to be developed
or converted to other lines of work" (p 28).
The key to the success of the industrial structure policy was the
availability of new technology. MITI therefore made every effortto
suppress imports of finished goods, particularly those that competed
with domestic products, hiit encouraged the import of technology in
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general,and machineryin particular. The problem here was to keep
the price down by untyingthe package in which the foreign technology
normallycame wrapped. Thus the technologyhad to be separatedfrom
foreign ownership, patent rights,know-howagreements, proposal for
joint ventures,capital participation,votingrightsand foreignmanagers
on the boards of directors.
Before the period of capital liberalisationof the late 1960's and
1970's no technologyentered the countrywithoutMITI's approval, nor
werejoint venturesagreed to withoutscrutinyand, frequently,changes
in terms. Similarly,MITI would pressurise sellersof patent rightsto
lower royaltiesor make otherchangesadvantageousto Japanese industry
as a whole, and finally,no programmeforthe importof foreignteclnology was approveduntil MITI's advisory committees had agreed that
the time was right.
The Ministry's controlover the investmentdecisions of private
enterprisesis principallyobtainedthroughthe peculiarlyhigh percentage
of termloans in the financial structureof enterprises. As late as 1972,
the rate of owned capital was as low as 16 per cent, a rate that has
persistedthroughthe post-warperiod. Large enterprisesobtain capital
through loans from banks which are overloaned themselves and
dependent on guarantees by the Central Bank of Japan. The Bank,
aftera fiercestrugglewith the Ministryof Finance, is now essentiallyan
operatingarm of the ministry. The point is that the Bank of Japan
thereby became increasinglydependenton guidelines suppliedby MITI
on the amounts of capital various industries would need for specified
periods. These were the industries that other branches of thegovernmentwere protecting,and the Bank of Japan ran the riskofjeopardising
the whole credit system if its support strayed too far from the
"designated" industries.
Johnson points out that the resulting arrangementswere very
similarto the pre-warGerman bankinggroupswith cross shareholdings
betweenbanks and affiliatedindustries. In the Japanese case, however,
the governmentexcercised much greater control over the "financial
lineages" than in the German case. As far as the enterpriseswere
concerned, while dividends on shares are paid aftertax, interest on
bank loans is deductable for tax purposes. It was thus far more
profitablefor enterprises to accept MITI's guidance and obtain bank
finance than to raise moneythroughequity issues. Although a capital
marketdid develop slowly in Japan, and came to play an increasingly
importantrole in industrialfinance, it did not in any way rival bank
lendingas a source of capital until the 1970's.
One advantage of the overloaningsystem,Johnsonclaims, in that
managerswere not pressurised by shareholders. They could ignore
as a measureof performance,and concentrateon
shorttermprofitability
market
penetration, quality control and long term product
foreign
development.
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III
Underlyingthepost-warJapanese economic strategywas the cleari
realisation thatexcept in the case of two items,transistor radios and
cameras, export increaseshad takenplace followingthe expansion of
the domestic market. Interestingly,the link betweengrowthof exports
and growthof the domesticmarket had been provided by a prominent
politician who was Finance Minister,MITI Minister and latter Priime
Minister,Ishibashi Tanzan. While arguingthat the key to exportslay
in the loweringof costs brought about by effectingeconomies of scale,
he insistedthat in order to enlarge production,Japanese manufacturers
needed more customers,and thesecould come only from amongst the
Japanese people. He provided, therefore,a rationale for generally
increasing incomes, while meeting the requirementsof big business
expansion in Japan.

Johnsonprovidesextensiveevidence for the pro-monopolycapital
nature of Japan's industrialisation policies. The arguments were
usually couched in terms of the necessity of increases in production,
rationalisationof enterprises,and the raisingof the technical level of
industry. These werepre-requisitesfor the expansion of trade, but the
ownershipstructureof Japanese enterprises implied that tiley were
actually to accelerate

centralisation and concentration of capital.

In

fact,from1939,commercialand industrialpolicy was explicitlycommitted to the nurturingof large-scale enterprises.
Interestingly,some of the more far-sightedbureaucrats appear to
have been aware of the political implications of furtheringcapital
centralisationthroughenterpriserationalisationand modernisationbut,
forexample, "With the cabinet council lookingon and the Diet increasinglydubious about Tojo's (war time prime minister) leadershipKishi
(ex-bureaucrat,futureprimeminister) could not go beyond the basic
parametersof the capitalist systen"(p 168).
In otherwords,nationalisationof enterprisesin thosecases where
the operationof economies of scale dictated the replacementof several
small enterprisesby a few largeones was not a political option. Johnson
points out that contrary to the widely h-eld opinion that Japan is a
classic case of the sustained role of small enterprisesin development,
MITI itselfhas never been very enthusiastic about its Medium and
Smaller EnterprisesAgencybut "it had no choice other than to support
it because of the political clout thesmall business sectorwields" (p 223).
The class interestsservedby tlhecontinuingpresenceof small enterprises
in Japan is broughtout byJohnson'sstatementthatNorthAmericanbig
businessdoes not have "the extensive enterprise sectorof mediumand
smallersubcontractorsthat his Japanese counterpartcan squeeze in
difficulttimes. Tornioka calls the subcontractorstlhe shockabsorbers
of the Japanese business-- the smaller firmson the recieving end
when large firmsfindthat theycan no longer carry the fixed costs of
tlleirlabour forceand mustsli't the strain" (p 13).
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In the early 1920's, despitethe strategicimportanceof themodern
large enterprisesowned by the Zaibatsu (large industrial empires), it
was the medium and smaller factories which employed the bulk of
industrial workers. Again, while the Zaibatsu firmsproduced forthe
internal market, the mediumand smallerenterprisesconcentratedon
productionforexport. With a few exceptions such as rayon,silk yarn
and cotton textiles where big firmspredominatedin exports, medium
and smallerenterprisesmanufacturingitems such as bicycles, pottery,
enamelware,canned goods, hats, silktextiles and so forthwere contributing50 to 65 per cent of Japan's exports. In fact they were losing
moneyin doing so, for the big Zaibatsu trading companies which
monopolised the marketingnetwork, provided raw materialsat high
prices and took consignmentsof finishedproductsat low prices.
Johnsonargues thatit was the 1927 financialpanic which brought
the Ministryof Commerce and Industry (MCI, predecessorof MITI)
into prominence. As a resultof the panic, loans to smallerand medium
enterprisesbecame much harder to get, while access to capital forbig
Zaibatsu enterpriseswas made easier. Simultaneously,theJapanese
industrial structurewas "reformed", a large number of competing
banks and enterpriseswere "weeded" out and centralisationof capital
took a big step forward. Johnson remarks: "However, the way it was
done and the enrichmentof the Zaibatsu in the process contributedto
the radicalization of the whole societyand broughtforthdemands that
someone speak forthe nation as a whole" (pp 101-102).
MCI's creation out of the earlier Ministry of Agriculture
and Commerce (MAC) was itself the result of conflict between the
ruling landlord and industrialistforces. During the boom which
accompanied the firstworld war, agricultural prices wentup and this
was encouragedby MAC which hoped to increase production through
this incentive. This was clearlywhat the landlords wanted,while the
industrialistsobviouslywanted prices to fall, bothto relieve the pressure
on themforwage increases,and generallyto promoteindustrial peace.
However, rice riots in 1918 forced the resignation of the thengovernment,and the succeeding government importedrice on a large scale,
and introducedprice controls. The landlord lobby, infuriatedby this
political setback,insistedon a separationof commercial and industrial
interests from agricultural interests,and MAC was split to forma
seperateMinistryof Agricultureand, of course, MCI.
Following the 1927 panic and MCI's greater prominence, what
has been called thebeginningof modernJapanese industrialpolicybegan,
with the introductionintoJapan of the concept of "industrial rationalisation". Germanindustrialrationalisation,like elsewhere,was devoted
to the technologicalinnovationof industries, to the installationof the
most up-to-datemachinesand equipment and to general measuresto
increaseefficiency. While theJapanese followedthe German example
of ermlnhasisinggovellnmellt sponsored trusts and cartelsas a means of
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implementing these reforms, they also concluded that rationalisatioii
implied reduction in competition. In the smaller and medium enterprises sector, there was certainly cut-throat competition and export
dumping, but the authorities appeard to understand that even amongst
big business "cut throat oligopoly" should be replaced by "cordial
oligopoly" throughgovernment encouraged cartels. The government also
drew up plans for the control of enterprises, implementation of "scientific
management" principles, improvements in industrial finance, standardisation of products, simplification of production processes, and subsidies
to support the production and consumption of domestically manufactured
goods. Big business leaders were involved in these planning activities
In return, they helped
and even given official accommodation.
considerably in promoting MC!'s ideas amongst the big business
community and in the Diet.
Johnson points out that the implications of the rationalisation
movement were clear to all the democratic forces in Japan. Rationalisation implied wage cuts, reduction in employment and longer working
hours. He says, in fact the Zaibatsu firms were the greatest beneficiaries of rationalisation.
In the'period leading upto the second world war, the question of
converting lines of production in small and medium enterprises towards
munitions, or closing them altogether, became a concrete problem. On
finding that a large amount of the imports were consumed by smaller
enterprises for domestic use, rather than for munitions production or
for export purposes by large enterprises, the government cut down
imports, driving many enterprises to bankruptcy, thereby raising the
"politically sensitive" question of the future prospects for workers
employed in these enterprises. In answer to this problem the government
decided, through a combination of subsidies and pressure, to shift
production in smaller enterprises to munitions, exportable commodities,
or import substitutes. However, some 390 000 bankruptcies took place
during August 1938 alone. The centralisation of capital created by
these measures increased further the power of the Zaibatsu, wiile
shifting the industrial structure in favour of heavy and chemical-based
industries.
In fact, the second world war produced a profound change of
industrial structure at the cost of the decimation of smaller enLerprises,
and the textile iiidustry as a whole. Johnson mentions that "the iinmediate cause of this shift was the enterprise readjustment... movement, a
set of government policies that came to be so heartily disliked by the
public that after the war even the phrase was dropped from the lexicon
of trade and industry bureaucrats, although they of course invented new
euphemisms for the same thing" (pp 157-158).
These policies were made possible because of the takeover of the
institution of the state, both directly aiid through terrorist actions by
military officers and their ultra-nationalist civilian allies. Using tle
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co-opted legitimacyof imperial institutions,and weakeningand discreditingelected political leaders, theyattemptedto gain completepower.
However, Johnsonpoints out, "they could not destroy the interests
the politicians represented-primarilythoseof the Zaibatsu-and the
Zaibatsu undertook,in self-defence,to enterthegovernmentand represent themselves;theystoppedworkingthroughpoliticians" (p 155).
The enduring nature of big business power over the state is
brought out by the fact that it was considered useful to continuea
facade of civilian rule in order to prolongfriendlytradingrelationswith
the United States and Great Britain (of course, beforethe Pacific War
began). Dividends were thereforepaid to the Zaibatsu almost to the
end of thewar, when the Zaibatsu "no longerobjected to the nationalisation of their destroyed factories. The Zaibatsu ownership rights
turned out to be virtually the only civilian rightsthatwere respected
throughoutthe wartimeperiod" (p 139).
In the post-warperiod, reformsiltroduced by the US occupation
administrationmodernised the Zaibatsu enterprises,freeingthemof
their earlier family domination. Johnson points out that "rentier"
elements were removedand "entrepreneurial"and qualifiedmanagers
encouraged, both to take over established enterprises,and to promote
new ones.
IV
Japan's industrialisationstrategycaused hardshipsof unbelievable
severity to the people. If the price level in August 1945 is taken to be
100, it rose to 346.8 in September,584.9 in Deceinber, and to 1184.5 the
followingMarch. Perhaps the best way of bringingout the harshnessof
conditionsis to provide a fewexamples of the oligarchicunconcernfor
the mass of the people.
"It (ReconstructionFinance Committee)was one of a set of institutionsthattheJapanese createdafterthe war to tryand pull themselves
out of the post-war economic collapse and to restore productionto
pre-warlevels regardlessof the fierceinflationit generated" (p 179).
"The Japanese public paid a heavyprice forthisshiftin industrial
structure. JeromeB Collernargues that theJapanese consumerwas hit
harderby war than civilians in any other belligerantcountryforwhich
data is (sic) available" (p 165).
"Priority productioln was a schemen to concentrate all of the
economy's assets in a few strategic sectors, regardress of the effectsthis
might have on civilian

consumption

or inflation"

(p 182).

"Although no Japanese official doubts that the RFB (Reconstruction Finance Bank) inflation inllicted enormous lhardships on the people
and that the ultimately liad to be stopped, priority production had an
important effecton later bureaucratic attitudes as a precedent for bolder
rather than more cautious, fiscally responsiblly courses of action" (p1186).
"The

priority

pro(dlltcli{ol sclhellic was proving to be very ;hard on
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ordinary citizens since it subsidised producers but ruinedhouseholds
throughinflation,riggedprices,and shortages" (p 184).
"The firstfewyears of the occupation were a period of immense
complexity,extremelyrapid social change, and fortheJapanese people
a bitterstruggleforsurvival-the timeof the'prison of hunger', as they
spoke of it then" (p 177).
"During the winterof 1949-50 the Japanese people faced some
of the harshesteconomic conditionstheyhad seen since the war ended,
and the threatof revolutioncame perilouslyclose" (p 200)
"...imports outran exportswheneverthe people's economic conditions improvedeven slightly"(p 219).
In December 1948 the US governmentordered the occupation
administrationto make the quick attainmentofJapanese economic selfsufficiencyits primary objective. On December 19, 1948, "General
MacArthur transmittedto the Japanese governmenthis nine point
Economic StabilisationPlan. This called for...several other reforms
thatwere intendedto bringJapan back into internationalcommercebut
thatwould also impose very harsh conditionson the Japanese people
until the exportsbegan to flow....
"The US government sentan advisor in early 1949 whose most
important achievement was the sudden drastic curtailmentof inflation
throughunemployment"(p 190).
This however seemed to be the turning point, and with the
outbreak of the Korean war the US armed forcesplaced an order for
over 7000 lorrieswith Japanese firms,worth nearly 13 milliondollars.
Johnson mentions that thiswas the key to the revival of the Japanese
motorindustry.The 'cold war' had begun,in China theCommunistParty
had successfullyled the revolution, and "the US now saw Japan as
of critical importanceto its own securityand not just
strategicterritory
as an object for political reform policies that had grown out of the
ideological confrontationsof World War II" (p 189). Special procurementsand the expendituresof US troopsmade up 37 per cent of foreign
exchange receiptsin 1952-53 and as much as 11 per cent in 1959-60.
With thispolitical supportand economic stimulus, theJapnnese"miracle" was set into motion.
V
By the late 1950's MITI's systemof developinga new industry
consistedof the lollowing typesof measures. Firstly,an investigation,
followedby a basic policy statementon the need forthe industry,and
its futureprospectswas draftedin the Ministry. Foreign exchange was
thenallocated by MITI and fundingprovided by the DevelopmentBank
for the industry. Licences for the import of technology and the
designationof the industryas "strategic", whichallowed foraccelerated
depreciation,followed, togetherwith the provisionof developed land at
a nominal cost or even entirelyfree. Finally the industrywas given
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important tax concessions and an "administrative guidance cartel" was
established to regulate competition, and coordinate investment among
the firmsin the industry.
In more general terms, tools of implementation of industrial
policy included discriminatory tariffs, preferential commodity taxes on
national products, import restrictions based on foreign currency allocations, and foreign currency control. On the "developmental" side, they
consisted of low interest funds to targeted industries, exclusion from
import duties of designated critical equipment, and the other measures
mentioned earlier.
However, just as MITl's tools of industrial development policies
were being perfected, the IMF and GATI' began to demand that Japan
"liberalise" its controls on currency convertibility and on imports.
Johnson points out that the ingenuity displayed by M rI in response to
these pressures emanated essentially fronmhe bureaucracy, for administrators realised that without a sophisticated response, liberalisation held
dangers of making their jobs redundant. The response came in the
form of the concept of "industrial structure", and of the Industrial
Structure Investigation Council. The concept involved a comparison
of Japanese industry with those of North America and Europe in terms
of capital intensity, export ratios, concentration, economies of scale and
otlier indicators of international competitive ability. After such
comparisons, the concept was used furtherto assert that while Japanese
industry was fully capable of competing internationally, competition
within the industry lad to be ieduced by mergers and investment
coordination cartels. The basic problem, as seen though the eyes of the
administration, was similar to that faced in the late 1920's and early
1930's. There were too many protected enterprises in too many small
factories engaged in "too vigorous and economiically unproductive
competition" (p 256). Liberalisation would expose them to international
pressure; some of themrmight pass into foreign ownership and worst of
all, MITl might have no continuing function to play. The answers to
this, though couched in euplhemismssuch as "public-private cooperation",
"consolidation of the industrial order", and "structural finance",
were cartels, enforced me rgers, pressure on medium and smnaller
enterprises, and conversion of some businesses to other lines of
activity.
Notwithstanding these )policies towards. essentially, smaller enterprises, MITI continued to protect larger enterprises from foreign
competition. Johnson quotes the case of IBMR which liad organised
itself as a yen company in order to overcome the restrictions on the use
of foreign exehange and repatriationl of profits. IBM lield on to its
basic patents on computer technollogy, and effectively blocked the
development of the Japanese computer industry. --owever, MITI made
it clear that IBM must sell its patelted technology, antd at(c(cet lthe
Ministry's

guidance

ovet

thle mlllmlbierof co(1m11p)itersit c(O,L1d manrket
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domestically,if it wished to continue in Japan. To overcome IBM's
strategyof leasing, ratharthan selling, computers, MITI establisheda
leasing company,which boughtindigenouscomputersand leased them
to customers.
The continuingpressurefrominternationalagencies for"liberalisation" implied that MITI was not able to provide a legal basis for its
administrativeguidance activities. It relied heavtly on the influence
it could exertthroughformerofficialswho had retired and joined the
boards of privatecompanies. However, some of the firmsin the very
biggest stratum of Japanese enterprises were unwilling to accept
It was the
pre-emptionof their investment decisions by MITI.
Mitsubishigroup,as Johnsonsays, that should be "given the credit"
for the "liberalisation" of the Japanese economy. Mitsubishi was
powerfulenough to become the dominant (65:35) partner in a joint
venturewith ChryslerCorporation, wherebyMitsubishi's small car was
to be sold in the US marketby Chryslerdealers. Following this,Isuzu
independently accepted another 65:35 joint venture with General
Motors,althoughin this case MITI was able to rewrite the agreement
to ensure thatGeneral Motors did not gain control of the jointly held
company. The late 1960's and early 1970s,in fact, saw a challenge to
MITI's supremacy,and Johnson gives, as an example, the instance
where the MITI vice-minister(administrativehead) actually had to
call on business leaders "and say that if private enterprise wanted to
enterinto tie-ups with foreigners,MITI would offerno objection"
(p 288). Although this was symbolic, the power implications were
clear to all.
MIrI's ability to respond to critics in a sophisticated manner
was again made evidentin the new industrialpolicy announced in 1971.
MITI acknowledgedthat "high speed growth"had led to problemsof
pollution,inadequate investmentin public facilities, rural depopulation
aud urban overcrowding. It proposed the addition of two new
standardsfordeterminingwhich industries were appropriate for the
evolvingindustrialstructure:to thehighincomeelasticityofdemand and
high growthrate of productivity,were added an "overcrowding and
environmentalstandard" and a "labour contentstandard". These new
standardsmeant that the ministrywould tryto phase out industriesthat
contributedto overcrowdingand pollution,and attemptto replace them
with high technology, smokeless, "knowledge intensive" industries.
However, the 1973oil price "shock" led to a 29 per cent inflationrate;
and this,combined with MITI's indictment by another government
agency, for forcibly reducing competition and serving big business
intereststhrough"administrativeguidance", led to questionsof whether
MITI served"national interests"or only big business interests. However irritatingit mightbe, a formerMITI vice-ministerruminated,in a
lecture to his juniors in the bureaucracy,thatofficialsare dutybound to
act withinlthe law, and on thlebasis of law.
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VI

AlthoughChalmersJohnson'sbook has the merit of including a
betrayshis philistine
greatdeal of information,his theoreticalframework
His
conception of the state brings home vividly Lenin's
approach.
warningsabout the confusionssown by bourgeoistheoristsof the state,
but thiscase is even more remarkablefor the theoristhere, as we shall
show, has confused himself.4

In Johnson's own words (though in

anothercontext),"years of disputationwithMarxist-Leninists"has led
Westernpolitical scientiststo ignoreMarx and Lenin except evidently
throughchance acquaintanceshipgained throughsecond hand sources.
Johnson's explanation of the Japanese "miracle" is based on a
distinction he makes betweenthe Japanese "devclopmenal state", the
North American "regulatory state", the "bureaucratic-authoritarian
regimesof SouthAmerica" and the"communistdictatorshipsofdevelopment". The veryfact of his counterposingthese fourpolitical and social
systemsbringsout clearlyhis conceptionof state as limited to specific
formsof relationshipbetweenthe bureaucracy, the legislatureand the
judiciary. Johnsonquotes approvinglythe view of an author that "the
notion that the 'modern state power is merely a committee which
managesthecommonbusinessof thebourgeoisie' is one of thehistorically
least adequate generalizationsthat Marx ever made" (p 24). Johnson
goes on to say thatin addition to its "historicalinadequacy", itobscures
the "fact that in the developmental state economic interests are
explicitlysubordinatedto political objectives" (p 24). It is clear, though
scarcelybelievable, thatJohnsonhas interpretedtheword "business" in
the quotation fromMarx literally,i e, as purely"commercial". Johnson
adds his own criticism that Marx's formulation is not merely
"historicallyinadequate; it obscures the fact that in the developmental
stateeconomicinterestsare explicitlysubordinatedto political objectives.
The veryidea of the developmental state originated in the situational
nationalism of the late industrializers,and the goals of the developmental statewere invariably derived fromcomparisons with external
referenceeconomies" (p 24).
Johnsonevidentlydoes not understandthat theoriticallythe bourgeoisie, particularly the bourgeoisieof the "late industrializers", may
have political as well as commercial "business". This is all the more

confounding when Johnson provides many examrples of the ways in
which Japanese political strategies consistently strengthened the economic base of the Japanese bourgeoisie.
The clue to the theoretical
reason for Johnson's amazing incapacity to "read" his data in what
would appear to be the most straightforward (and scientific) manner is
provided by another of his approving quotations: "As Henry Jacoby
puts it, 'once capitalism transformed the traditional way of life, factors
4

V I Lenin, "The State: A Lecture Delivered at the Sverdlov University,July 11,
1919", in CollectedWorks,Progress, 1965, Vol 2'9, pp 470-472.
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such as the effectiveness
of competition,freedomof movement,and the
absence of any of social securitycompelled the state to assume responsibilityforthe protection and welfare of the individual. Because each
man was responsibleforhimself,and because thatindividualismbecame
a social principle, the state remained as almost the only regulatory
authority'" (p 19).
It is Johonson's allegiance to these Ayn Rand formulationsthat
led him to the coldblooded recommendationsthat we shall discuss
shortly. Essentially, his view is that the state standsup, above social
and mediating
conflict,attempting all the while to alleviate suffering,
conflictwhen it approches an extreme.
Johnson analyses the Japanese "developmental state" by
comparison,as we have mentioned,with threeother"states". Arguing
that the developmentalstate is oftenconfuisedwith the regulatorystate
by observers from "market rational systems", he adds that as the
developmentalstate has a political and not an economic basis, it is not
just a question of state interventionthat distinguishesbetweenthe two:
while the Untited States governmentlas many regulationsconcerning
the anti-trustimplicationsof the size of firms,it does not, forinstance,
concernitselfwithwhat industries ought to exist, and what industries
are no longerneeded. The developmental, or plan-rational state,by
contrast, has the dominant goal of setting substantive social and
economic goals. Johnson believes that economists dominate policy
makingin marketrational states,while "nationalistic political officials"
dominate it in the latter. While the Congresscontrolsthe budget in
the U.S, and most economic decisions are made there,reflecting''the
market-rationalemphasis on procedures rather than outcomes", in
Japan budgetappropriationsprecede authorisations. "With the single
exceptionof 1972, when a combinationof governmentmishandlingand
opposition unity led to a small reduction in defense spending,the
budgethas not been amended in the Diet since 1955" (p 10). Before
this time therewas no pretence that the Diet did anythingmore than
rubberstamp the bureaucracy's budget.
Johnsonnotes thatany country wishingto match Japan's economic achievcmentsmustadopt the same priorities thattheJapanese did.
"(The state) mustfirstof all be a developmentalstate-and only thena
regulatorystate,a welfare state,an equality state or whatever other
kind of functionalstate a societymay wish to adopt. This commitment
to developmentdoes not, of course, guaranteeany particulardegree of
success; it is merelypre-requisite"(p 306).
In the "bureaucratic-authoritarian"
regimesof South America the
to
industrialisationwhile
elites",
Johnson,
promote
according
"ruling
excludingfrompowerpreviously mobilised economic groups (workers,
peasants and the middle class, presumably)through the developmentof
collaborativerelationshipswith transnationalcorporations. A technocratic political arrangementrelying heavily on coercion enforcesthe
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rules of the game in these countries. Japan on the other hand is a
functions are
democracy (albeit one where legislative and judicial
restricted to "safety valve" operations) in which politicians "are chosen
by the votes of the majority". Japanese political stability "has rested
on the ability of the ruling political party to forge a coalition of voters
committed to economic growth and effectivemanagement"(pp 316-317).
Johnson does not approve of the political arrangements in the
socialist conntries ("communist dictatorships of development") because
he feels that while capitalist development states ignore non-strategic
sectors of the society, the "communist state attempts directly and forcibly to demobilize them" (p 316). His reasons are pragmatic (though
in a deeper sense, disturbingly frivolous in regard to crucial issues).
"The first(capitalist development state) is preferable because it avoids
the unintended consequences of the presence of large numbers of police
and the full apparatus of repression, which is not only wasteful of
resources but is also
incompatible with effective international
commerce" (p 316).
Johnson characterises "Soviet type economies" as plan ideological
as opposed to plan rational for he believes that in such societies, "state
ownership of the means of production, state planning and bureaucratic
goal setting" are fundamental values in themselves, "not to be challenged
by evidence of inefficiency or ineffectiveness" (p 18). Japan, on the
other hand, is plan rational for here state planning and bureaucratic goal
setting are "rational means to a developmental goal".
In Japan, the legislatiure, even though a "puppet diet", has worked
through the majority held by the Liberal Democratic Party, as a
mediator between "the state" (here Johnson seems to imply the
bureaucracy) and "society". It has forced tile bureaucracy to accommodate interestssuch as those of agriculure. medium and smaller enterprises
which could "not be ignored", and also to focus on issues such as
pollution. At the same time "it has held offor forced compromises
from those groups whose claims might interfere with the development
programme" (p50). Johnson believes that it has performedits task
equitably leaving a "comparatively level pattern of income distribution
This is difficult to reconcile with his own
and of hardships" (p50).
data on the effectsof development policy on small and medium enterprises, and on the people in general.
Johnson notes that the political division of labour observed in
Japan where the politicians "reign" and the bureaucrats "rule" is
typical of developmental states. He soothes outraged liberal sentiment
by denying that this formulation is either a "cynical comment on
modern government or a counsel of despair concerning the realities of
democracy" (p 154). Both sides, he tells us, have a role to play. Both
legislature and judiciary must be ready to intervene when bureaucracy
goes too far ("which it undoubtedly will"), "but their more important
overall function is to fend off the numerous interest groups in the
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society, which if catered to would distort the priorities of the development state. In the case of interests that cannot be ignored, deflected,
or satisfied in symbolic ways-or upon which the perpetuation of the
leaders must compel the
political system depends-the political
bureaucracy to serve and manipulate them"(pp 315-316, emphasis aded).
Having settled the question of the "inadequacy" of Marx's formulation of the nature of the state, Johnson proceeds to analyse precisely
the problem of the nature of relationship between the stale and big
business. He agrees that there is collaboration between the two
essentially taking the form of preferential access to government by
"prime contractors" and "vital political support groups". Less strategically placed groups have little access though more, Johnson feels, than
under the admittedly oligarchic Meiji constitultion. Entrepreneurs in
strategic industries gain preferential access, Johnson emphasises, not
unintentionally, but through the post-retirement placing of senior
bureaucrats on the boards of big enterprises.
The fruits of the state-big business collaboration are selective
access to government guaranteed financing, targeted tax reliefs, government sponsored investment coordination which ensures that all
participants remain profitable, and enquitable allocation of burdens
during recessionary conditions (something, Johnson notes, that private
cartels find hard to do). The government also helps in the commercialisation and sale of products, and provides assistance when an industry
as a whole begins to decline.
Johnson lists witli seeming ingenuity ihe negative features of the
developmental state. Preferential access may tempt some to use it to
private advantage. There may be "protest" demonstrations. Periodic
corruption scandals may arise because of the separation of those who are
reigning and those who are ruling and the opportunities "this condition
gives some insiders to exploit the developmental programme". Johnson
has his travelling kit bag however, and tells us that if scandals occur
amongst politicians and not bureaucrats, and the development effortis
proceeding to the benefit of all, these scandals will be tolerated as
unfortunate but not too serious imperfections in the overall system".
However, corruption amongst the bureaucracy is more sericus and "quick
surgery and reconstitution of the system" is called for. Johnson confirms
that occasional abuse of officeby a senior official is not a "serious"
issue in Japan. The cooperation between government and big business
"may however have unintended consequences" andJapan has experienced
a series of major governmental corrlption scandals in its recent past.
Moving on to the institutional content of the "developmental
state", Johnson points out that industrial policy, although the raison
d'etre of such a state, remains a controversial subject--both what it is
and how it is done. He argues that the leaders of MITI and its predecessor
ministries had no preconceived plan and realised quite late that they
were developing "an implicit theoryof the developtnental state". The
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language of all bureaucracies is "euphemistic and oftenopaque" and
Johnson's attempt in the book has been to reveal the intentions and
conceptsoftenhidden behind these euphemisms and slogans. In one
specificcase, thatof MITI's Special Measures Law for the Promotion
of Designated Industriesof 1962-63,the problemlay precisely in the
fact that it made "explicit what had long been implicit in MITI's
industrialpolicy". The law became controversial because of jurisdictional disputes between MITI and the Ministry of Finance, the Fair
Trade Commission and Keidanren (Federation of Economic Organisations). The Finance Ministryopposed the law's attempt to bringthe
banks withinthe purviewof MITI's proposed "discussion groups". The
Fair Trade Commissionfelt that the occupationinspiredanti-monopoly
law would be made totally redundant,and Keidanren wanted "self
control" ratherthan "MITI control". The bill incorporatingthe law
was never,under this combined opposition and the controversyraised,
brought to the vote in the Diet. However, Johnsonargues, it was
precisely the confrontationsof this kind which broughthome to the
"state" (i e, the bureaucracy) the need for the capitalist market
mechanism,and to the private enterprisethe need for bureaucratic
coordination. "Once both sides recognised this, cooperation was
possible and high speed growthoccurred."
VII
is
Johnson's study essentiallyan institutional one, institutions
here as "formal and informal,explicit and implicitsocial
defined
being
structuresdeveloped to coordinateactivitieswithinlarge formalorganisations such as corporations,governmentalbodies and universities,and
to link theseorganisationsto one another" (p 238).
In the Japanese case, the institutionsform a system which
developed over time and which are "a formidableset of institutions
forpromoting economic growth" (p 12). Taken separately, however,
theymake littlesense,and the importanceof the concept of institution
mentionedabove is that it allows forthe interconnectionsto be brought
out. Johnsonbelieves that the result is a developmental state "much
command
softerand more tolerable(sic) thanthecommunist-dominated
and
with
economies...but
goal achieving
considerablygreatergoal setting
capabilitythan the marketrationalsystem" (p 51).
The core of the systemis the bureaucracy which early in recent
Japanese historygained an ascendencyover politicalpartiesas representativesof dominantpropertiedinterests. In that fractionaldisputewith
political organisations,the bureaucracyclaimed to speak for theentire
nation while characterisingtheirrivals as representingsectional or local
interests. Johnsonrecognisesthat boththe bureaucracy and politicians
deal in power "and strugglesfor power are an inextricable part of
bureaucraticlife, regardlessof what models organisation theoristsmay
have favouredfromWeber to the present" (p 106). He also agrees with
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anotherauthor thatdirectparticipationby the people in politics had to
be forestalledif bureaucraticpowerwas to be preserved in the post-war
period and that the bureaucracyfullyrealised this. It is his ingenuity,
the obverseto his hard headedness therefore,when lie wonders: "For

reasons that are none too clear the occupation

authorities...never

singledout the civilian bureaucracyas needingbasic reform" (p 41).
Can it be arrogance that makes it "none too clear" that the
occupation authoritiesmay have realised 30 years before him that
the bureaucratic system was crucial to the stability of the Japanese

political system?He is clear that both "government" (could thisbe the

inadequately conceptualised "committee to manage the business of the
bourgeois"?) and industry recognised the need for a political division of
labour in the post-war democratic political system. There was also a
need to "forestall disruption" of the positive "development" by the
newly enfranchised groups in the society. Thus the division between
the "reign" of politicians and the "rule" of the bureaucracy came
about. The bureaucracy itself has been, until recently, above the law,
in the sense of independent judicial review. In fact, "rather than a rule
of law, a rule of bureaucracy prevails".
Administration is "for the
sake of the citizenry" rather than carried out "with the participation of
the citizenry". While this was true for the people at large, Johnson is
clear that after the war the bureaucracy began to consult big business
on all important issues and blurred "the distinction between the state
and the private sector by insinuating (sic) numerous ex-bureaucrats
into the board rooms of the economically strategic industries" (p 196).
It is perhaps appropriate to end with two quotations which bring
out clearly the political implications of the Japanese, Taiwanese, South
Korean and Singapore model of economic growth. "Although it is
influenced by pressure groups and political claimants, the elite
bureaucracy of Japan makes most major decisions, drafts virtually all
legislation, controls the national budget, and is the source of all major
policy innovations in the system" (p 20). "Nevertheless, it must be
pointed out that the effective operation of the developmental state
requires that the bureaucracy directing economic development be
protected
fron all buttthemostpowerful interestgroupsso that it can set
and achieve long-range industrial priorities. A system in which the full
range of pressure and interest groups existing in a modern, open
society has effective access to the government will surely not achieve

economicdevelopment,at least under officialauspices, whateverother

values it may fulfil" (p 44; emphasis added).
This is surely a cheerful message for "nationalist political
officials"attending courses on "developmental administrations".

NASIR TYABJI
Madras Institute of Development Studies, Madras.
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